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Raport zawiera 3 nieopublikowane artykuły omawiające zastosowania systemów 
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Abstract: In /he paper some results of the development of a computer aided decis/011 
support syslem for the operator of a muni cipa/ wat er network are presented. The system 
consists of three cooperating modu/es: the numerical map of the water network, the 
monitoring system and the campu/er program for hydraulic calculations and for 
optimisation. The numerical map is based on a GIS system adapted for the needs of /he 
water network. The modu/es of computer system cooperate each other using the Branch 
Dala Base, which comprises !he information about /he water network stnicture and 
about its elements necessary to carry out the tasks of /he modu/es such as visua/isalion, 
data processing and hydraulic ca/cula1ions. 

1. Introduction 
The system under consideration was created for the municipal water net in the polish 

city Rzeszow, which owns 160 OOO inhabitants. The length of the municipal net is 544 
km (the water mains 49 km, the distribution network 274 km and the user attachrnents 
221 km). In the water network there are five surge tanks with capacities I x 3.600 m3 and 
4 x 3.000 m' and there are 21 pumping stations. The network is supplied from two water 
intakes form the river with their efficiencies of 37.000 m3/day and 47.500 m'/day. There 
are 12.201 group consumers in the network and 80% of the net works in the ring system. 
The main receivers of the water are the households. The amount of dama ges is about 500 
damages/year and the damages are caused mainly by the age and age differences of the 
pipe materiał. 

2. The creation of the numerical map 
To work out the numerical map of the municipal water network a specialised program 

for creating numeri cal maps (GIS) was gained. The map of the wa ter network was done 
on the base of vectorized geodetic maps of the town. System GEOMEDIA by fnlergraph 
was bough and then adapted for the needs of the water work. Such the way of work 
enables to be independent from the extemal computer firms in the future. But the 
adaptation of a standard GIS causes the necessity of solving the following three tasks: 
I. To define the structure of the object data basis applied by GEOMEDIA system for 

visualisation of the wa ter network and for description of its parameters. 
2. To define and implement the special user functions to enable the numerical map to 

work as a tool to manage the water network. 
3. To dcvclop a new organizing structure in the plant to enable the fast working out the 

numerical map and the permanent correction of il. 
The numerical map consists of a scheme of the water network and of describing 

database attached. To enable the map to represent the real water network all 
characteristic network elements must be distinguished on the scheme and respectively all 



parameters of these elements, called attributes, must be set in the database. During the 
work out of the numerieal map the database structure musi be <lefined. Il means thai the 
objects of the database and their attributes musi be designated. Aftcr a detailed analysis 
of necds of the municipal water network in Rzeszow has bcen done the branch database 
for the watcr net was worked out. 

The special fimctions cnable to apply the numerical map to solve the tasks realized 
<luring the exploitation of the water network. The following special functions were 
defined: 
• Updating of the numerieal map 
• Geometrie and deseribing data export/import frorn/to numerieal map 
• ldentification of conflicts between different branch nets 
• Diseonneeting of a part of water network in case of the damage 
• Printing of cxploitation and damage reports. 

The analysis of exploitation conditions in the plant indicates thai the optima! 
solution for the firm using the numerical map is to create a separate numerical map 
laboratory. In such the place a group of people could be able to make the computer 
program works correctly, the current updating of the numerical map works properly as 
well as the task of exploitation of the water network going on rightly. Such an organizing 
structure was introduced in Rzeszow. 

3. The crcation of the Branch Data Base for the waterworks 
The visualisation of the water network on the computer screen is done by application 

of the water network computer map - GIS. The format of the Branch Data Base and the 
tools programs realizing the special functions are created on the base of the standard 
application GEOMEDIA. The functions are connected with the water-supply needs, with 
the way of rcceiving the data for creating the numerical map and with the demands of 
external computer programs cooperating with the numerieal map. 

The creation of the Brane/z Data Base Format consists on dcfining the water network 
objects and their atlributes. The rnain objcets of the water works are: water pipes, 
pumping stations, tanks, user attachments, shutters, reducers and check-valves and thcir 
attributes are lengths and diameters of pipes, characteristics of pumps, geometrie 
dimensions of tanks, the operating conditions and characteristics of shutters, reducers 
and check-valves. The Branch Data Base (BDB) is the base of working of all computers 
programs of the computer system. 

The data for numeri cal map are delivered from the geodesy department as DGN files 
<lone on the base of the munieipal geodetie maps of Rzeszow, which are made in the 
seale 1:500. Thai is why the tool program enabling reading DGN files, copying the 
graphie and deseription data as well as computer visualisation of the Branch Data Base 
had to be written for the GEOMEDIA program .. The additional program is used for data 
updating, i.e. for signalling and introdueing to the Branch Data Base the ehangcs done by 
geodesy department in the DGN files, whieh were previously introdueed to the BDB. 

The deseribed Braneh Data Base is an applieation enabling the visualisation of the 
water network in a form of numeri cal map. But the Braneh Data Base does not enable the 
eooperation of the numerieal map with the external applieations, namely with monitoring 
system and hydraulie model, beeause the BDB does not inclu<le the speeifie objects used 
by thcse applieations. Such objects are the nodes of the water network, whieh do not 
oeeur on the geodetic maps. Thai is why the next step during the creation of the Braneh 
Data Base format was dcfining the nodes and nodes attributes. The main nodes in the 
water network arc sourees, reccivers, montage nodcs and measurement nodes. Thcir main 
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attributes are pressure and water distributions. The numerical map of the water network 
created directly on the base of the vectorized geodesic maps does not include the nodes 
and it is topologically incorrect, i.e. it is not continuous and not coherent. That is why the 
hydraulic calculations cannol be realized on the base of it. To enable il two new 
programs for topologisation of the water net and for generating the hydraulic nodes 
(nodes generator) were added to GEOMEDIA besides the mentioned previously 
programs for reading DGN files and for data updating. 

This way the devclopment and implementation of all additional programs mentiom:d 
made from GEOMEDIA the right waterworks application for generating the watcr net 
numerical map. It should be noticed thai as a result three layers of numcrical map arc 
generated: 
• the geodesic main layer created from DGN files delivered directly from municipal 

geodesy department 
• the topologica/ geodesic layer created from the geodesic mai11 /ayer after checking 

and improving the continuity and cohesion of the water network 
• the hydraulic /ayer created from the topo/ogica/ geodesic layer after introducing the 

nodes, crcating in such a way a new net graph which may be the base of the 
hydraulic calculations. 

4. Problems of mathematical modelling and simulation of the water network 
The modelling of the water network consists of the following steps: the creation of the 

hydraulic model respectively to the investigated water network, obtaining the data 
describing the investigated water network and perfonning the simulation calculations and 
their verification on the base of the measurements. 

The water network system is described using linear and non-linear algcbraic 
equations. The number of these equations inereases according to network dimensions and 
for typical town networks may amount from severa! hundreds to severa! thousands. The 
numerical solution of such great non-linear equations sets is troublesome. The water 
network consists of the nodes and of the connecting pipes. The nodes may be active and 
passive. In the network structure usually several circuits occur called eyelets. The 
mathematical network model consists of the equations describing the water flows in 
pipes and the pressures in the nodes. To calculate the network means to detennine these 
flows and pressures whereby in the network constituting the eyelets the number of 
pipes(r) is greater than the number of nodes (w), i.e. r=w+o+ 1, where o is the number of 
eyelets. That results thai the number of unknown values in the network models is 
n=w+r=2w+o-lw. 

The model equations arise from the I and II Kirchoff's laws known from 
electrotechnics and from the Bemoulli's equation known from mechanics of fluids. From 
the I Kirchoffs law used for the network nodes we can get the set of w linear equations 
for r flows. From the II Kirchoffs Jaw used to the eyelets we can get the non-linear 
equations for flows and from Bemoulli's law we can get the set of (w-1) equations which 
are linear with regard to pressures and non-linear with regard to flows. By solving the 
equations we will find the flows and water pressures in the network. The calculation of 
the model is more difficult than its formulation because of many equations and because 
of their non-linearity. Generally the four methods of calculating the water networks arc 
possible: 
• Direct solution of the set of II both linear and non-linear cquations regarded as a non

linear set for simultaneous determining of all flows and pressurcs 



• Separate calculation of flows and of pressures; the flows are calculated from the set 
of (w+o) linear and non-linear equations obtained from Kirchofrs law and the 
pressures are calculated from the set of (w-1) linear equations obtained from 
Bemoulli's equation 

• Separate calculation of flows and pressures; the flows arc calculated iterative by 
tums from two equation sets - linear (from the l Kirchhhofrs law) and non-linear 
(from the Il Kirchohofrs law) - and the pressures are calculated as previously from 
the lincar Bemoulli's equations 

• Separate calculation of flows and pressures from the three as abovc equations scts; 
the flows are calculatcd from two scts of equations, linear and non-linear, solved 
independently. 

In the first , second and third methods the Newton's algorithm may be uscd to solve 
the non-linear equations and the Choleskys's algorithm for linear equations. In the third 
method the relaxation algorithm is uscd as the iterative one for altemative solution of the 
flow equations. The above methods are known, checked and infallible but using the 
Newton' s method for solving the non-linear equations and the relaxation method for 
flows calculations takes time. This is the meaningful disadvantage especially in 
idcntification and optimisation problems because the calculations are repeated many 
limes. The forth method concems in using the specialised approach (Cross', 
Lobaczewski ' s and Andrjaszew's), which was worked out only for water network 
calculations. These methods consist in generał in dividing the starting problem in three 
smaller and independent problems and in solving the non-linear equations set for flows 
using the spccialised fast iterative algorithm. In our case the Cross' algorithm was used. 
The own modclling program was implcmented. This program uses the Cross method for 
solving the non-linear algebraic equations built for the water network rings . lt takes inio 
account such the objects as water works pipes, water works pipes with section 
distribution, water works pipes with shutters, reducers or valves, supplying nodes in the 
form of pumping stations or tan ks, montage nodes, measurements nodes, receiving nodes 
in the form of tanks or being user attachments on the geodesic map, and the nodcs 
incrcasing the pressure in the form ofwater supplies. The program is written in DELPHI. 
lt has an extended interface and its own graphical editor what enables to perform the 
calculations and creating the water network graph on the computer screen independently 
on the numerical map. 

The program data conceming the watcr network structure and its parameters arc 
delivered from the numerical map using some buffer files. The buffer files conceming 
pipes and hydraulic nodes are generated basing on the numerical map hydraulic layer. 
The modelling program worked out has the possibility of using the nodes and section 
watcr distributions. This program can also execute the statistical calculations on the base 
of given average day or moment water distributions and can execute dynamical 
calculations basing on the given day hour distribution scquenccs. The verification of the 
hydraulic calculation results is performed as a comparison between the program rcsults 
and the monitoring system measurements. 

5. The correctness of the model 
The simulation calculations werc performed for the choscn part of the town water 

network using the mcntioncd modclling program. The monitoring system was installed 
for this part of the wa ter network. !'or this part of the water net the numerical map has 
bccn crcatcd and the data could be delivered using the Branch Base Data. The choscn 
parł of the net comprised one quartcr of the town and it was about l 0% of the who le 
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municipal water network. The rcsults obtained from the model were comparcd with the 
measurements got from the monitoring system. The comparison analysis showed the 
correctness of the proposed model. 

6. Optimisation algorithm of water network and control algorithm in break
down states 
An optimisation algorithm, which is an inteb'Tal part of the modelling program, was 

creatcd. lt is a specialized algorithm using the spccificity of the watcr network. The 
optimisation task conccms improving the pressures in the water network nodcs in the 
case of excecding the given pressure limit values. In the classical optimisation method 
the objcct function is bascd on the difTcrcnce bdween the givcn pressure valuc and the 
calculated prcssure value and this function is minimised depending on the watcr network 
pipes diameter values. The object function is the mean square critcrion and the change of 
parameters takes place in the wholc net what increascs the calculation time in the case of 
large ncts. 

In our algorithm firstly the paths with the greatest flow resistancc betwccn supply 
sources and the nodcs with not appropriate pressure are marked in the graph. Then the 
distance between the given prcssure and calculated pressure in thcsc nodes is minimisc<l 
depending on the change of water network pipes diameter values only on marked paths. 
Such a procedure shortens the calculation time because it deals in calculations with only 
the marked parts of the net. The break-down algorithm conccming situations when the 
break-down has place in some points of the net was performcd. In such a case the proper 
part of the wa ter network should be cut to avoid a loss of wa ter. The algorithm rcalizcs 
this łask by indicating the closest gate valves which should be closed Io cut the watcr 
flow. The algorithm works on the numerical map hydraulic layer lcvcl. The new watcr 
network graph with the cut part of the break-down is received as the rcsult of the 
algorithm. The hydraulic calculations for obtaining flows and pressurcs may be now 
performed on the base of this new graph. 

7. The computer system for the operator dccision support 
The computer system consists of three modules perforrning the functions of numerical 

map, monitoring system and hydraulic model with optimisation algorithm. To start the 
monitoring system the mcasuremcnts points were given as the results of hydraulic 
calculations in the investigate<l part of the water net work. The investigated area consists 
of 2 pressurc zones scparnted by water supply system. There were indicated 9 
mcasurement points, i.e. 2 water network supply points, 2 water output points (from the 
invcstigated arcato not investigate<l net areas), 2 measurcment points in the first prcssure 
zonc in the place of minimal and maxima! prcssure, 2 mcasurement points in the second 
pressure zone in the place of minimal and maxi mal prcssure, and I measurcment point in 
the water supply system separnting two prcssure wnes. 

The water flows and the pressure are mcasured in the points of water innow and 
outnow as well as in the water supply system. Only the pressures are measurcd in the rest 
mcasuring points. PROCON system based on the original German system using the 
controllers by SIEMENS was bought to pcrforrn the monitoring system. 

The measurement transmission system from mcasuremcnt points to the computer with 
the PROCON program installed is bascd on the GSM system. The system works in the 
computer net consisting of Irce computers. 



The computer system scheme (4] 
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During testing the tool programs connected with numerical map and enabling the 
cooperation among the numerical map, the hydraulic model and the monitoring system, it 
appeared that the additional program modules performing managing functions and some 
other functions, would be useful. There are the following additional preferable modules 
(applications): 
• WT Application --program for technological conditions maintenance 
• OT Application - program for technical receivers, which cooperates with WT 

Application 
• A W Application - program for break-down maintenance and water network 

inspection maintenance 
• ZB Application - program for water sewage disposal maintenance 
• Other Application - office software. 

The presented computer system consists of seven computers in which three computers 
cooperate with numerical map, two computers are used for monitoring system 
rnaintenance and the last two computers are used for the maintenance of hydraulic model 
and optimisation program. The data transmission is done using the GSM system. lt is an 
innovation solution in the water networks monitoring systems. It secures the transmission 
reliability but unfortunately it is not cheap. lt is why the economical scheme of 
measurement data transmission was worked-out. In this scheme if the measured flows 
and pressures do not exceed some given limit values the transmission takes place only in 
some chosen time moments. There are now the following hours of transmission: 6:00, 
14:00 and 22:00. 
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In the case when the limit values are exceed or for the operator demand the alarm mode 
transmission may start any moment. In such a way the transmission costs are minimal if 
the water network works in regular mode. 

The measurement points scheme in monitoring system (4) 
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8. Remarks 
The prcsented system is an original system developed for one municipal water 

network and it uses the possibilities of integrated systems for computcr aided decision 
making. Numerical maps, hydraulic models and monitoring systcms work autonomously 
in some Polish watcr networks usually as independent programs and the possibilities of 
cooperation of this programs in one system are unfortunately not used. 
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